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Abstract: A network-file system bridge enables a network-non-compatible or a network-compatible device (1) to exchange data with a network (4). The network-file system bridge is realized via an embedded system comprising a data transfer layer (51) for connecting to a device (1), a data control layer (52) for controlling data, a data layer (53) for establishing a file system and a network layer (54) for connecting to a network (4). The network (4) is mapped to a common file system. Therefore a device (1) which is able to read data from and write data to a data bus (3) is able to exchange data with the network (4). The bus (3) can be realized as USB, i.e. the device (1) must be able to read data from or write data to an USB memory stick (2). A network-non-compatible or a network-compatible device (1) which exchanges data with a network (4) via the embedded system do not have to be part of that network (4) or support a network protocol. Because of the isolation of the network layer (54), the data layer (53), the data control layer (52) and the transfer layer (51) in the embedded system the data can be checked before it is transferred to a target device (1). Therefore in this pre-execution trusted computing technology the checking of the data is always possible before the processing of the data begins.
Network – File system Bridge

This invention relates to a data exchange between a device and a network. More particularly, the present invention relates to a method and a device to realize this data exchange between a network and a network-non-compatible or a network-compatible device via a network-file system bridge.

The data input for data processing systems in the entertainment sector (e.g. DVD player, home entertainment system, car radio, car-entertainment system, mobile phone) is mostly realized by external data media. A common device for this purpose is a USB - memory stick (USB: Universal Serial Bus) which must be plugged to the data processing system. Data copied from a computer to such a memory stick may be subsequently copied to the data processing system.

Another possibility for the data processing system to exchange data can be realized via a network connection. Even though network connections of these data processing systems are possible, the amount of functionality is often restricted.

An alternative for an integrated network connection is an USB - Ethernet Bridge. US 2007/0016714 A1 discloses such an USB – Ethernet Bridge. In this case the data processing system can be connected via its USB interface to a network and, thus, may become a part of that network.

US 2007/0156710 A1 discloses a method and a device to share computer data among computers. A user identifies on a first computer at least one object of a file system to be shared through a second computer. A sharing file system generator
creates on the first computer a sharing file system. The sharing file system generator installs the object to be shared in the sharing file system. The object to be shared is exposed from the sharing file system to a second computer through a USB connection.

There are several drawbacks in the above mentioned technologies. External data media such as USB – memory sticks have to be plugged to a device before they can be used which is often not practicable. Devices must be network-compatible and support a network protocol to establish a network connection. Furthermore, devices are part of the network while they are connected. Or special arrangements have to be made for the network. For example duplicate the data which is exchanged. In methods used so far for ensuring security, the trustability of the source of the data, but not the data itself, are checked before accepting the data over the network. Therefore, a control of the data occurs only after receipt and processing of these data which, however, results in a substantial safety risk.

Therefore it is an object of the invention to overcome the above problems and to provide a flexible and safe data exchange between a network and a network-non-compatible or a network-compatible device. This object is achieved with the features of the claims.

The invention is based on the idea that data from a network is mapped to a common file system via interconnected data processing layers without the need to install or set anything on the computers realizing the network.

With a so-called network-file system bridge realized in an embedded system, the data exchange from a network-non-compatible device or a network-compatible device and a network is possible. The device does not have to support a network protocol and no special arrangements have to be made for the network. This invention uses standard protocols to access the directories or partitions (Plug&Play), instead of installing additional software on the network computers. Special drivers or other special software on the network computers are not necessary. With the network-file system bridge the
mapping of a network to a common file system is done. The device only has to be able to read data from and write data to a data bus, e.g. such a data bus as realized with an USB memory stick. Furthermore a network-non-compatible or a network-compatible device using the network-file system bridge are not part of the network. In the embedded system realizing the network-file system bridge a transfer layer, a control layer, a data layer and a network layer can be separated allowing the control of the data in the embedded system before the data is transmitted to the target device. Therefore in the present invention attacking the target device, e.g. with computer viruses, can be prohibited. Only the embedded system can be affected by these attacks.

The above and other objects and advantages of the present invention will be apparent upon consideration of the following detailed description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings:

Fig. 1 is a schematic block diagram of a device and a memory connected via a data bus according to the prior art;

Fig. 2 is a schematic block diagram of an embodiment showing a network-non-compatible device or a network-compatible device to exchange data with a network via an embedded system according to the present invention;

Fig. 3 shows the logically separated parts of the embedded system of Fig. 2 in more detail.

In a first embodiment of the present invention a data exchange between a network-non-compatible device (e.g. DVD player, home entertainment system, car radio, car-entertainment system, mobile phone) and a network is realized. The device 1 has to provide a minimum of functionality to enable the data exchange. Fig. 1 shows the device 1 and a memory 2 connected via a data bus 3 according to the prior art. The device 1 must be able to read and write data to a memory 2 via a data bus 3. The data bus 3 may be a universal serial bus (USB). The memory 2 can be a USB memory stick. The device 1 must be able to process the data read from e.g. the USB memory stick 2.
With this minimum of functionality of the device 1 the data exchange may be realized with an embedded system. Fig. 2 shows a schematic block diagram of the embedded system 5 and the connected items according to the present invention. The embedded system 5 is connected to a device 1 via a data bus 3 connection such as an USB connection. The embedded system 5 is further connected to a network 4 using a standard protocol. The standard protocol can be a server message block (SMB) protocol.

Fig. 3 shows the logically separated parts of the embedded system 5. The embedded system 5 comprises a data transfer layer 51, a data control layer 52, a data layer 53 and a network layer 54. The network layer 54 receives data from the network 4 and sends data to the network 4 using a network protocol, e.g. the SMB protocol. The connection between the network layer 54 and the network 4 can be wireless. The network layer 54 also exchanges data with the data layer 53. The data format of the data layer 53 is that of a common file system, e.g. FAT-32. Therefore the mapping of the data from a network 4 to a common file system is established with the network layer 54 and the data layer 53. The network layer 54 and the data layer 53 realize the network-file system bridge. The embedded system acts then as a SMB-USB bridge. The data layer 53 exchanges data with the data control layer 52. In the data control layer 52 the data is checked if it contains any detrimental content for the target device, i.e. the network-non-compatible device 1. The data control layer 52 exchanges data with the data transfer layer 51. A data bus 3 connects the data transfer layer 51 to a network-non-compatible device 1. This data bus 3 connection can be a universal serial bus (USB) connection. With the embedded system 5 the mapping of the data of a network 4 to a common file system is done. Therefore the device 1 does not have to be network-compatible and also the device 1 does not have to support a network protocol to exchange data with the network 4.

In a concrete implementation the SMB protocol could be mapped to a FAT-32 file system. For this, it is necessary that a mapping of the diverse structures of the different systems is carried out. This mapping could be stored in a
cache on the embedded system. Then, for the concrete realization with SMB/FAT-32 only the read or changed directory structures of the file system have to be stored during use.

In a second embodiment of the present invention a network-compatible device 1 (laptop, PC, mobile device, mobile phone) exchanges data with a network 4 without being part of the network 4. Fig. 1 shows the device 1 which must be able to read data from and write data to a data bus 3 according to the prior art. This can be an USB, i.e. the device 1 must be able to read data from and write data to an USB memory stick 2. The network-compatible device 1 must be able to process the read data.

Fig. 2 shows a schematic block diagram of the embedded system 5 and the connected items according to the present invention as described in the first embodiment. The difference in the second embodiment compared to the first embodiment is, that the device 1 is a network-compatible device.

As described above, Fig. 3 shows the logically separated parts of the embedded system 5. The exchange of the data is realized with this embedded system 5. In the second embodiment the data transfer layer 51, the data control layer 52, the data layer 53 and the network layer 54 are isolated. The isolation can be only logically or the isolation can be logically and physically. Important is that the data control layer 52 is separated from the other layers. Therefore the data can be checked in this layer without the possibility of affecting the following layers with detrimental data. This also means that the data can be checked before sending the data to the target device 1, i.e. before the data processing in the target device 1 begins. This technology is therefore called "pre-execution trusted computing". Attacks from the network can only affect the embedded system 5 but cannot adversely affect the target system. Therefore, trustability can also be established to insecure data sources.
Claims

1. A method for mapping a network to a common file system using only standard protocols and for realizing a data exchange between a device (1) and a network (4), said method comprising data processing layers connected in the following order:
   - a data transfer layer (51) connectable to said device adapted to read data from and write data to a data bus (3);
   - a data control layer (52) for controlling data;
   - a data layer (53) for establishing a file system and a network layer (54) connectable to a network.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the device is a network-compatible device.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the device is a network-compatible device.

4. The method according to claim 1, 2 or 3, wherein the network layer, the data layer and the data transfer layer are separated from the data control layer.

5. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein the data processing layers are logically and/or physically isolated.

6. The method according to claim 4 or 5, wherein the data is checked before it is transferred to the device.

7. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein the connection between the device and the data transfer layer comprises a universal serial bus (USB).
8. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 7, wherein the connection between the network layer and the network is controlled by means of the server message block (SMB) protocol.

9. The method according to claim 8, wherein the connection between the network layer and the network is wireless.

10. An embedded system for a data exchange between a device (1) and a network (4), said system comprising data processing layers connected in the following order:
    a data transfer layer (51) connectable to said device adapted to read data from and write data to a data bus (3);
    a data control layer (52) for controlling data;
    a data layer (53) for establishing a file system; and
    a network layer (54) connectable to a network,
wherein the data exchanged from the network to the network layer is mapped to a common file system in the data layer using only standard protocols.

11. The embedded system according to claim 10, wherein the network layer, the data layer and the data transfer layer are separated from the data control layer.

12. The embedded system according to claim 10 or 11, wherein the data processing layers are logically and/or physically isolated.

13. The embedded system according to claim 10, 11 or 12, wherein the connection between the device and the data transfer layer comprises a universal serial bus (USB).

14. The embedded system according to any one of claims 10 to 13, wherein the connection between the network layer and the network is controlled by means of the server message block (SMB) protocol.
15. The embedded system according to claim 14, wherein the connection between the network layer and the network is wireless.

16. A data exchange system comprising a network (4), a device (1) and an embedded system according to any one of claims 10 to 15 interconnected between the network and the device.

17. The data exchange system according to claim 16, wherein the device is a network-non-compatible device.

18. The data exchange system according to claim 16, wherein the device is a network-compatible device.
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